ABSTRACT Identifiers chosen by programmers convey rich semantic information that could be exploited to enhance program analysis for various software engineering tasks, e.g., anomaly detection, argument recommendation, and code completion. However, such information has not yet been fully exploited, and little is known about its properties. In this paper, we carry out an empirical study to investigate the lexical similarity between the actual argument and the formal parameter names in method invocations. By analyzing actual arguments and formal parameters from 127 Java applications and 30 open-source C applications, we observe a number of interesting and valuable findings concerning the distribution of similarity, reasons for dissimilarity, and so on. Such findings have been exploited to facilitate argument-related software engineering tasks, i.e., anomaly detection and code completion.
I. INTRODUCTION
Identifiers provided by programmers often convey rich information about the semantics of a program [1] . However, most existing program analyses do not make full use of such information. As a result, there is little difference between analyzing a program with meaningful identifiers and analyzing an equivalent program where all identifiers are consistently replaced with arbitrary strings. Ignoring the valuable information conveyed in identifiers may limit potential analysis on program. To exploit this information, recent work uses identifiers to infer specifications of APIs [2] , [3] , to identify mismatches between a method name and the method's implementation [4] , to synthesize code completions [5] , to predict syntactic and semantic properties of programs [6] , to detect incorrectly ordered method arguments of the same type [7] , [8] , and to generate comments for parameters [9] .
However, these approaches provide few insights about the properties of identifiers in real-world software. Does there exist some kind of similarity between identifiers that refer to semantically related values? Can we predict which identifier name will be used as argument next time by the developers? Can we automatically identify bugs in programs just based on the identifiers? Answering these questions may pave the way for name-based analyses that complement existing approaches. For example, one could exploit the similarity of names to automatically complete pieces of code, to infer documentation from names, to warn developers about anomalies that may correspond to code worth changing, or to recommend concise and consistent new names.
This paper studies the lexical similarity between arguments and parameters of methods. Note that we refer to ''argument'' as values passed to a method at a call site, and refer to ''parameter'' as the formal parameter in the method's definition. The names of arguments (concerning with the problem domain) and parameters (concerning with the solution domain) are important to convey their semantics. For example, consider a method substring with two integer parameters. How does a developer who calls the method know the meaning of these parameters? The identifiers, say beginIndex and endIndex, are crucial to understand the semantics. Specifically, the developer is likely to match these parameters names with names of possible arguments she may pass and, e.g., pass two arguments called begin and end.
We hypothesize that an actual argument and its corresponding formal parameter are often similar because the argument stands for the problem domain and the parameter stands for the solution domain, thus their names often refer to the same concept. To evaluate this hypothesis, we conduct an empirical study with 754,710 arguments from 127 Java applications. The main findings of the study on Java arguments are introduced as following:
• The distribution of the lexical similarity has a U-shape: arguments are either identical to or completely different from their corresponding parameters. On one side, many arguments (43%) exactly match their corresponding parameter names. On the other side, many arguments (44%) share no common terms with their corresponding parameter names. Such a U-shape distribution may facilitate the filtration of highly similar (or highly dissimilar) pairs of argumentparameter names, and thus facilitate name-based argument analyses, e.g., detection of incorrect arguments.
• A large number of the parameter names are short, and such short names are one of the main reasons for the dissimilarity between arguments and parameters. 80% of the parameter names contain no more than 8 characters, 99% of the parameter names are composed of at most 3 terms. Meanwhile, 43% of the dissimilarity between argument and parameter names is caused by short (no more than 3 characters) parameter names. This finding suggests that describing parameters with more terms improves not only the readability of source code, but also the lexical similarity between arguments and parameters.
• Most (81%) dissimilar pairs of argument and parameter names are due to a small set of parameters that occur again and again across programs. That is, extracting a set of parameter names to ignore from sample programs helps finding parameters that are likely to be associated with dissimilar arguments in other programs.
• Most (82%) arguments used in API invocations, where the called methods are defined by the JDK, are dissimilar to their corresponding parameters. In contrast, only 31% of arguments associated with non-API parameters are dissimilar to their corresponding parameters. This finding suggests that to improve the performance of name-based argument analyses, API arguments and non-API arguments should be distinguished and handled in different ways.
• Switching from Jaccard similarity metrics to other similarity metrics, e.g., Levenshtein distance-based similarity metrics or JaroWinkler-based similarity metrics, has little influence on the conclusions drawn in preceding paragraphs. The Jaccard similarity (Formula 1 in Section III-B) counts the common terms whereas Levenshtein distance-based similarity (Formula 2 in Section III-B) counts the common characters, and JaroWinkler-based similarity (Formula 3 in Section III-B) is based on the number and order of the common characters. This finding suggests that name-based argument analyses may work well with diverse types of similarity metrics.
To investigate whether the conclusions hold on other programming languages (especially non-object-oriented programming languages), we repeat the study with 345,602 C arguments from 30 open-source applications. Results suggest that the conclusions drawn on Java hold on C as well.
This article significantly extends a previously presented conference paper [10] in two ways:
• We extend the scope of the study by introducing five additional research questions. The added questions investigate non-variable arguments (RQ2), consider the types of arguments (RQ8), distinguish between API and non-API arguments (RQ9), apply different string similarity metrics (RQ10), and compare different programming languages (RQ11). The investigation leads to new findings, e.g., that API parameters are more likely to be dissimilar to arguments than other parameters, which provide guidance for applications of name similarities.
• We increase the generalizability of the results by considering a larger and more diverse data set. In this paper, the number of involved Java applications increases from 60 into 127. Besides that, in this paper we also analyze 30 open-source C applications from GitHub that contain 345,602 arguments. In total, the number of arguments increases by 81%. This extended data set enables us to assess to what extent the previous findings [10] apply to other applications and to another programming language. Based on the results of our study we explore two applications of name-based analysis: anomaly detection to find programming errors and code completion. As a real-world example of the impact that our study has, we refer to an effort at Google: Our previous conference paper [10] motivated the company to adopt a name-based bug detector that has detected several thousands of naming-related bugs [11] .
II. RELATED WORK A. IMPORTANCE OF IDENTIFIERS
Identifiers play an important role in source code comprehensibility and maintainability [12] . Identifier style affects the speed and accuracy of comprehending programs, and that beginners benefit from the popular camel case naming style [13] . Identifiers complying with naming conventions improve program understandability [14] . Butler et al. [15] found that flawed identifiers in Java classes were associated with source code found to be of low quality by static analysis. They use a set of empirically evaluated identifier naming guidelines to measure the identifier quality and employ the cyclomatic complexity metrics and the maintainability index to evaluate the quality of source code. Caprile and Tonella [16] , [17] believe that identifiers convey relevant information about the role and properties of the objects they are intended to label. Identifiers are the starting point for the program understanding activities, especially when high level views, i.e., the call graph, are available. Lawrie et al. [1] believe that identifiers, as well as comments, are the main sources of domain information from source code. Because many developers do not write comments, identifiers are in fact the most critical source for program comprehension. However, most of the data in identifiers and comments are unstructured data. Researchers often employ NLP techniques, e.g., tokenization, splitting, and stemming, to extract the information embedded in data. Sun et al. [18] found that data preprocessing techniques employed affect the comprehension of identifiers. Arnaoudova et al. [19] suggest that meaningful identifiers can be exploited to automatically obtain the initial idea of the role of each entity and give a concise description of the program behavior and functionality. Ohba and Gondow [20] propose a novel technique, ckTF/IDF, to mine concept keywords from identifiers in large software projects. Liblit et al. [21] find that developers choose identifiers in regular and semantic ways, which conveys the cognitive and linguistic background of developers. Lexical and morphological convention of the identifier reflect the role of it.
This study investigates the lexical similarity between argument and parameter names, which is an important problem that is easy to be ignored by developers and users. The findings suggest that actual argument is more similar to the corresponding parameter than potential alternatives, and that describing parameters with more terms improves the lexical similarity between arguments and parameters.
B. QUALITY OF IDENTIFIERS
Because of the importance of identifiers, researchers have proposed a number of approaches to improve the quality of poor names. Such approaches should identify poor names first, and replace them with better names, which is wellknown as rename refactoring. To identify bad names in general, we should analyze the meaning of identifiers (composed of English terms) and the meaning of the named software entities. The analysis involves complex natural language processing (NLP) as well as complex sematic analysis of source code. As a result, it's challenging to decide which names are poor.
Although it is challenging in general to decide whether a given identifier name is appropriate, approaches have been proposed to identify special categories of bad names. The first category of such approaches to identifying bad names checks identifiers against predefined rules. For example, Abebe et al. [22] introduce lexicon bad smells that indicate potential lexicon construction problems, Caprile and Tonella [17] propose an approach to standardize program identifiers, Corbo et al. [23] propose an approach to identify identifiers that violate naming conventions by analyzing the structure of identifiers from existing source code. Allamanis et al. [24] present a framework, NATURALIZE, to learn the code conventions and suggest consistent identifiers. The second category of such approaches to identifying bad names searches for inconsistent naming. Host et al. present a series of approaches to identify inconsistencies between the method names and implementations based on syntactic analysis of the name and semantic analysis of the implementation [4] , [25] - [27] . Deissenboeck and Pizka [28] propose a model-based approach for identifying inconsistent naming. Arnaoudova et al. [29] propose a Linguistic Antipatterns(LAs) based approach to detect inconsistency between method names and method signatures. The approach can also detect inconsistency between method names and method comments.
Eshkevari et al. [12] study the types of renamings, the frequencies of renamings, and the locations of renamings. They find that synonym, hyponym, hypernym, and antonym could be used to improve code quality in renaming recommendation system.
The findings in this study may help to identify bad names as well. As suggested by Section IV-F, arguments that are not associated with low-similarity parameters are often highly similar to their corresponding parameters. Consequently, we can detect bad argument name or parameter name based on the lexical similarity between arguments and parameters.
C. APPROACHES BASED ON NAME SIMILARITY Pradel and Gross [7] , [8] present an approach to identify problems related to the order of equally typed arguments based on the similarities between names used at different positions. If the names of arguments deviate from typically used names for the given method and a different argument order match the common pattern used at other call sites significantly better, they report a warning and suggest to change the order of related arguments. They also present an approach to detect incorrect parameter names when many call sites agree on a naming scheme for arguments but the parameter names do not reflect the naming scheme.
Cheng et al. [30] present an approach to detect crossplatform clones based on the identifier similarity. They hypothesize that developers use common identifiers when they implement similar functionalities on different platforms. They use the similarity of token distributions, KL-Divergence [31] , to represent the similarity of source code. They find that the smaller KL-Divergence is, the more accurate the approach is.
Allamanis et al. [32] present a neural probabilistic language model to recommend method and class names by learning the semantic similarity between names. First, they convert each identifier into a continuous vector in a high dimensional space, where identifiers occurs in similar contexts are with similar vector. Second, they suggest the one, who is most similar to the method body in the high dimensional space, as the name for the method.
Sridhara et al. [9] present a technique to automatically generate comments for parameters of Java methods, based on static analysis of source code only. They take Java method as input, generate a summary for the method using the summary comment generator [33] , analyze the main role of each parameter in the method based on the syntax, semantic, and linguistic information embedded in the identifiers, and generate descriptive comments based on advanced text generation techniques. Evaluation by experienced developers suggests that the generated comments for parameters are accurate and descriptive.
The findings in this study suggest several applications that exploit the lexical similarity between arguments and parameters as well. As suggested in Section IV-G, after filtering VOLUME 6, 2018 arguments associated with low-similarity parameters, namebased approaches may have a high chance to make accurate suggestions for potential arguments. Consequently, we can detect bad names when the current argument is significantly less similar to the parameter than an alternative and recommend an argument from a set of potential arguments so that the recommended argument is the most similar to the corresponding parameter.
A number of approaches have been proposed to calculate name similarity for identifiers. Cohen et al. [34] compare different string metrics for matching names and records, including edit-distance metrics, fast heuristic string comparators, token-based distance metrics, and hybrid metrics. They propose a hybrid similarity metric.
The first similarity metrics Cohen et al. [34] investigated are edit distance similarity metrics. Edit distance is widely used to quantify how dissimilar two strings are by counting the minimum number of character-based operations required to transform one string into the other [35] . The more similar the two strings are, the smaller the edit distance is.
The second similarity metrics Cohen et al. [34] investigated are Jaro-Winkler similarity metrics, proposed by Winkler [36] for comparison of short strings. The comparison is based on the number and order of the common characters between two strings.
The third similarity metrics Cohen et al. [34] investigated are Jaccard similarity metrics. The more similar the two strings are, the larger the Jaccard similarity is.
The fourth similarity metrics Cohen et al. [34] investigated are Cosine similarity metrics. Cosine similarity, one of the widely-used token-based similarity metrics, is a measure of similarity between two non-zero vectors. It measures the cosine of the angle between the two vectors.
In this study, we try the Jaccard similarity metrics (based on terms), the Levenshtein distance-based similarity metrics (based on characters), and the JaroWinkler-based similarity metrics (based on terms) to measure the similarity between arguments and parameters. In future, it would be interesting to integrate more similarity metrics to measure the similarity between arguments and parameters.
Arnaoudova et al. [19] exploit ontological databases, i.e., WordNet [37] , to facilitate comparison between identifiers. They build the taxonomy based on grounded-theory in dimensions that apply to source code identifiers and the terms that compose the taxonomy. In future, it would be interesting to improve the computation of lexical similarity between identifiers (introduced in Section III-B) by exploiting such ontological databases although WordNet may be limited because it doesn't necessarily have word relations used in source code.
III. SETUP A. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
• RQ1: How similar are argument names to their corresponding parameter names? Answering this question helps to decide whether it is worthy to explore similarities between argument and parameter names.
• RQ2: How pervasive are non-variable arguments, e.g., call expressions, field accesses, and this expressions, and how do their properties differ from variable arguments?
• RQ3: How long are argument and parameter names, and how is the length of argument and parameter names related to the similarity between argument and parameter names? Answering this question may help estimate how much confidence one can have in similarities between names of particular lengths.
• RQ4: How often does an overriding method change the parameter names? Answering this question helps to estimate how often comparing arguments to parameters of the statically resolved call target is sufficient, and how often considering the dynamic call target would yield different results.
• RQ5: What kinds of parameters are more likely to be dissimilar with corresponding arguments? Answering this question helps applications that exploit name similarities to distinguish or ignore particular kinds of parameters.
• RQ6: If parameters with specific names, e.g., index, are frequently dissimilar from their arguments in sample applications, will they be dissimilar to arguments in other applications? If yes, can we filter out these parameters and build up a set of low-similarity parameters that are likely to be assigned to dissimilar arguments? Answering this question helps to improve approaches that exploit the similarity of names, such as namebased code completion or anomaly detection, to reduce false positives by ignoring arguments assigned to lowsimilarity parameters.
• RQ7: How often is the argument chosen by developers more similar to the corresponding parameter than any of its potential alternatives? Potential alternatives are any available identifiers in the current scope that can be used as argument and do not introduce syntactical errors or type errors. Answering this question helps to estimate the accuracy of name-based analyses, i.e., name-based anomaly detection and name-based argument recommendation.
• RQ8: As far as the lexical similarity between argument and parameter names is concerned, is there any essential difference between primitive and non-primitive parameters? Answering this question indicates whether ignoring a subset of parameters can improve the accuracy of name-based analyses.
• RQ9: As far as the similarity between argument and parameter names is concerned, is there any essential difference between API and non-API invocations? Answering this question helps to improve the accuracy of name-based recommendation by ignoring API or non-API parameters.
• RQ10: To what degree do these results depend on the similarity metrics used to compare arguments and parameters?
• RQ11: As far as lexical similarity between argument and parameter names is concerned, do the conclusions drawn on Java applications hold for C applications as well? Answering this question helps to estimate whether the conclusions drawn on Java (object-oriented programming language) applications hold for other languages (especially procedure-oriented programming language).
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To empirically investigate the lexical similarity between argument and parameter names, we analyze 125 open-source Java applications, 2 closed-source Java applications, and 30 open-source C applications. Different expressions may be passed as arguments, e.g., variables, literals, method invocations and complex expressions (like length+width). To simplify the analysis, in Section IV-A we consider the most popular type of arguments only: variables. Variables account for around 80% of arguments.
After that, we also analyze the other types of arguments in Section IV-B and validate whether conclusions drawn on the first type of arguments (variables) hold for other types of arguments as well.
To investigate whether the similarity between arguments and parameters varies according to the types of parameters (arguments), we further analyze Java primitive type arguments and Java API arguments. Java primitive type arguments are those whose types are one of the Java basic data types, including byte, char, boolean, short, int, long, float, double and string. Such arguments account for 36% (=269, 485/754, 710) of the Java arguments. It is possible that conclusions drawn on non-primitive arguments may not hold for primitive arguments. Java API arguments are arguments associated with API invocations. 1 API arguments account for 26% (=199,441/754,710) of the Java arguments. APIs are designed to be widely used by different developers in different applications, whereas non-API methods are designed to be used by specific developers within the specific application. Consequently, it is possible that conclusions drawn on non-API arguments may not hold for API arguments.
To compare argument names against parameter names, the analysis retrieves the called method by static analysis. In some cases, knowing which method will be called is a hard problem for static analysis because of the polymorphism and overriding in Java. However, results in Section IV-D suggest that in most cases overriding methods have the same parameter names as the overridden methods. Consequently, resolving method invocations with static analysis is sufficiently accurate in most cases.
Based on the extracted argument and parameter names, in Section IV-A -Section IV-G we compute the lexical similarity of two names with Jaccard similarity metrics. To assess to what extent the conclusions drawn from Jaccard similarity metric hold when different lexical similarity metrics are employed, in Section IV-H we repeat the analysis with two 1 In this paper, we consider invocations of JDK APIs only. other lexical similarity metrics, i.e., Levenshtein distancebased and JaroWinkler-based similarity metrics. It should be noted that the goal of switching similarity metrics is not to validate which metric is the best. The only purpose of the analysis is to validate whether the conclusions drawn with the Jaccard similarity hold when other similarity metrics are employed.
1) JACCARD SIMILARITY METRICS
For the Jaccard-based similarity metrics, first we decompose each argument name arg and each parameter name par into a list of terms, noted as terms(arg) and terms(par) respectively. The decomposition is based on underscores and capital letters, assuming that the name follows the popular camel case or snake case naming convention. Second, we measure the Jaccard similarity [34] between argument arg and parameter par as follows:
2) LEVENSHTEIN SIMILARITY METRICS
For the Levenshtein distance-based similarity metrics, we compute the similarity of two names as follows. First, we calculate the Levenshtein distance LevDistance(arg, par) between the argument name arg and the parameter name par. Levenshtein distance is a way to quantify how dissimilar two strings are by counting the minimum number of character operations (e.g., insertion, deletion, substitution) required to transform one string into the other. For example, LevDistance(''name'', ''getName'') = 3. Second, we compute the Levenshtein distance-based similarity between the argument name arg and the parameter name par as follows:
maxLength(arg, par) stands for the max length of arg and par. LevSim gives the fraction of the longer name that matches the shorter one and does not have to be edited. For example, LevSim(''name'', ''getName'') = 7−3 7 = 57%.
3) JAROWINKLER SIMILARITY METRICS
For the JaroWinkler-based similarity metrics (called jwSim for short), we compute the similarity jwSim between the argument name arg and the parameter name par, which is based on the number and order of the common characters between the two names, as follows:
where p is a constant scaling factor for how much the score is adjusted upwards for having common prefixes, len is the length of common prefix at the start of the string, and jaroSim VOLUME 6, 2018 is computed as follows:
where m is the number of matching characters, and r is the number of matching (but different sequence order) characters.
C. SUBJECT APPLICATIONS
The subject applications, made available at [38] , are composed of three groups. The first group are 125 open-source Java applications, including the 60 applications analyzed in our previous paper [10] . These applications are the most popular Java applications from SourceForge In total, the C applications are composed of 7,890,865 lines of source code. From these applications, we extract 345,602 arguments. We choose C applications to validate the conclusions drawn on Java applications because C is one of the most popular procedure-oriented programming languages, whereas Java is one of the most popular object-oriented programming languages. Comparing results on object-oriented and procedureoriented programming languages may help to reveal the impact of programming languages on the similarity between argument and parameter names.
The third group are two commercial applications. To validate whether conclusions drawn on open-source applications hold as well on closed-source applications, we analyze arguments from two commercial applications. One of the applications is an instant refactoring framework (called CSA1), the other is an Eclipse plug-in to detect software defects (called CSA2). The two applications are composed of 140,516 lines of source code (LOC, excluding blank lines and comment lines). From these applications, we extract 3,703 arguments.
IV. RESULTS

A. DISTRIBUTION OF LEXICAL SIMILARITY
The distribution of the similarity between arguments and their corresponding parameters is presented in Fig. 1 . From this figure, we observe that the distribution is a U-shape bimodal distribution: the similarity is either extremely high or extremely low. 87% of Java arguments, 84% of Java primitive type arguments, 92% of Java API arguments, and 92% of C arguments are exactly identical to or completely different from their corresponding parameters.
The first reason for the bimodal distribution is that arguments and their corresponding parameters often refer to the same concept, and thus, it is highly possible to describe them with the same terms. From Fig. 1 , we observe that a large percentage (45%) of arguments are identical to their corresponding parameters. The second reason for the bimodal distribution is that developers often use abbreviations (especially with a single letter) instead of full names, which may make conceptually similar entities share no common terms in their identifiers because the same abbreviation may be used at different locations. The results of an empirical study [41] suggests that single-letter abbreviations make up 9-20% of the variable names. Although such abbreviations are semantically similar to their full expansions, they are lexically dissimilar. For example, ''i'' abbreviates for ''index''. But it is lexically dissimilar to ''index''. According to our analysis, 56% of arguments and 73% of parameters are named with a single term. The similarity between such arguments and parameters is either 1 (the only term is common) or 0 (no comment term at all), which contributes significantly to the U-shape distribution. Fig. 2 presents the distribution of the length of argumentparameter pairs, as well as their common terms. The horizontal axis presents the similarity between argument and parameter names in the form of n/m where n is the number of common terms and m is the sum of the number of terms in the argument and the number of terms in the parameter. From this figure, we observe that around 20% of argument-parameter pairs come from 0/2, suggesting that the total length of such argument-parameter names is 2, i.e., both argument and parameter names are composed of a single term, and there is no common term between them. We also observe that around 30% of argument-parameter pairs come from 2/2, suggesting that the actual argument name is very the same to the formal parameter name, and both of them are composed of a single term.
The general conclusion that argument-parameter names are either extremely similar or extremely dissimilar holds for different kinds of arguments, including all Java arguments, Java primitive type arguments, Java API arguments, and C arguments. However, we also observe some differences between their similarity distributions. In the following paragraph, we discuss such differences. First, we observe an obvious difference between the two subgraphs on the left of Fig. 1 : more than 80% of the API arguments are completely different from their corresponding parameters whereas only 44% of the Java arguments (including both API and non-API arguments) are completely different from their corresponding parameters. To investigate the reasons for the difference, we retrieve the top 10 API parameter names and the top 10 API packages that are most frequently associated with dissimilar arguments. The top 10 API parameter names are presented in Fig. 3 . The horizontal axis represents the parameter names. The vertical axis represents the number of dissimilar arguments associated with the parameter name. Overall, 59% (=97,174/163,762) of the dissimilar API arguments are assigned to the top 10 dissimilar API parameter names. From this figure, we observe that the parameter name ''comp'' (abbreviation of ''component'') is most frequently associated with dissimilar API arguments. Approximately 10% (=16,885/163,762) of the dissimilar API arguments are associated with this parameter name. We also observe that the most common argument names associated with ''comp'' are ''label'', ''jPaneln'' (where n = 1, 2 . . . ), ''ButtonPanel'', and ''okButton''. Developers employ such argument names because such arguments belong to specific types of components, e.g., label, panel or button. However, API designers employ the parameter name ''comp'' (or ''component'') because they expect the API to handle all kinds of components in the same universal way. As a result, the arguments are lexically mismatched with the API parameters. The same is true for other popular API parameter names, e.g., ''e'' (event), ''key'', ''value'', and ''obj'' (object). The top 10 API packages that are most frequently associated with dissimilar arguments are presented in Fig. 4 . From this figure, we observe that ''java.util'' is the package most frequently associated with dissimilar arguments. Approximately 34% (=55,538/163,762) of the dissimilar API arguments are associated with methods from this package. It is natural because this package is composed of generic algorithms and tools. 4 The more generic the algorithms (methods) are, the more likely that the parameter names are generic. The analysis results may suggest that name-based argument analysis, e.g., argument commendation and detection of incorrect arguments, may improve their accuracy significantly by simply ignoring such API packages.
Second, although the distribution of the similarity between arguments and parameters in C programs has a U-shape as well, the distribution is dominated by a similarity of 1. In other words, similar argument-parameter pairs are more prevalent in C. To investigate the reasons, we manually inspected 200 C arguments and 200 Java arguments that are completely different from their corresponding parameters. We find that collection-related parameter names, i.e., index, item, key, value, are common in Java whereas they are significantly less common in C. Such names account for 8% (=60,321/754,710) of Java parameter names and 1.6% (=5,468/345,602) of C parameter names, respectively. As analyzed in Section IV-E, such parameter names often lead to lexical mismatch between argument and parameter names. Consequently unpopularity of such names improves the overall similarity between C argument and parameter names. Another possible reason for greater similarity between C argument and parameter names is that single character parameter names are significantly less popular in C: They account for 10% and 24% of C and Java parameters, respectively. As analyzed in Section IV-E, such single character parameter names often lead to lexical mismatch between argument and parameter names.
To validate whether the conclusions drawn from opensource applications hold for closed-source applications, we investigate the similarity distribution of two commercial applications. The results are presented in Fig. 5 . From this figure, we observe that the distribution is a U-shape as well. To investigate the relationship between lexical similarity and the semantic similarity between argument and parameter names, we carry out the following case study. First, we randomly sample 50 pairs of lexically similar argumentparameter names whose similarity is greater than 0.5, and 50 pairs of lexically dissimilar argument-parameter names whose similarity is less than 0.5. Second, for each pair of the argument-parameter names, we present it to five software engineers who have at least 2 years of experience of software development, and ask them to tell whether the names are semantically very similar, similar, or dissimilar. Third, when disagreement appears, all of the participants are asked to discuss together. Finally, we discard those argument-parameter pairs for which the participants cannot reach consensus. In total 92 pairs of names are given the same choice in the very first round, 6 pairs reach consensus in the second round discussion, whereas 2 pairs of dissimilar argument-parameter names are finally discarded. Results of the case study suggest that there is strong correlation between lexical similarity and semantic similarity. On the one hand, up to 96% (=48/50) of the lexically similar pairs are semantically very similar, and others (4%) are similar. On the other hand, 79% (=38/48) of the lexically dissimilar argument-parameter pairs are semantically dissimilar as well. However, we also notice that up to 24% of the lexically dissimilar argument-parameter pairs are semantically similar (13%=6/48) or very similar (8%=4/48). One of the reasons for the mismatch between lexical similarity and semantical similarity is the generality of parameter names, accounting for 60% (=6/10) of the mismatches. As analyzed in the preceding paragraphs, parameter names (especially API parameters), such as ''comp'', are often generic whereas the arguments, such as ''jPanel1'', are specific and concrete. Another reason for the mismatches are abbreviations (e.g., ''t'' versus ''time''), accounting for 30% (=3/10) of the mismatches. The third reason for the mismatches are (near) synonyms, such as ''start'' and ''begin''. It accounts for 10% (=1/10) of the mismatch. Based on the analysis, we conclude that there is strong correlation between lexical similarity and semantic similarity of argument-parameter names although mismatch may appear for several reasons.
As a conclusion of the analysis in preceding paragraphs, arguments are often either highly similar or highly dissimilar to their corresponding parameters (RQ1). This conclusion holds for Java arguments, primitive arguments (RQ8), API arguments (RQ9), and C arguments (RQ11). The finding may facilitate the filtration of highly similar (or highly dissimilar) pairs of argument-parameter names, and thus facilitate name-based argument analyses, e.g., detection of incorrect arguments.
B. NON-VARIABLE ARGUMENTS
In the preceding section, only the most popular type of arguments are analyzed: variables. In this section, we investigate how frequent other forms of arguments are, i.e., method invocations, field accesses, and this expressions. For convenience, we call such kinds of arguments non-variable arguments. We also investigate the distribution of the similarity between non-variable arguments and their corresponding parameters, and compare the distribution against that of variable arguments.
Identifiers of the non-variable arguments are extracted as follows:
• For a call expression, the argument name is the name of the called method. We ignore the base expression. For example, if the return value of a method invocation stack.push() is passed as an argument, then the argument name is push.
• For a field access, the argument name is the name of the field. We ignore the base expression. For example, if the argument is stack.size, then size is taken as the argument name.
• For the this expression, the argument name is the name of the class of which this is an instance. /(182,828+754,710) ) of all arguments. The distribution of lexical similarity between non-variable arguments and parameters is presented in Fig. 6 . From this figure we observe that compared to variable arguments, non-variable arguments are more likely to be lexically dissimilar with corresponding parameters. Up to 67% of the non-variable arguments are completely different from their corresponding parameters. One of the reasons for the extensive dissimilarity is that this expressions are often lexically dissimilar with parameters. For 89% of such arguments, they are completely different from their corresponding parameters, i.e., the lexical similarity is zero. Since it is not clear what the name of the instance (this) would be by static source code analysis, we take the class name (type) of the instance as the identifier name. As a result, the class name (specifying a category of instances) is often dissimilar with the parameter name (specifying a specific instance). Another reason for the extensive dissimilarity is that call expressions often contain verbs whereas parameter names rarely contain verbs, which leads to massive mismatch between argument (call expressions) and parameter names.
As a conclusion of the analysis, non-variable arguments account for 20% of arguments, and they are less similar to their parameters (RQ2).
C. LENGTH OF NAMES AND ITS IMPACT 1) LENGTH OF NAMES
To investigate the question how long argument and parameter names are, we measure such names in characters and terms, respectively. Results are presented in Fig. 7 .
From this figure, we observe that most arguments are composed of no more than 10 characters and most parameters are composed of no more than 8 characters. For example, 68% of the Java argument names contain 3 to 10 characters, and 80% of the parameter names contain no more than 8 characters. We also observe that most argument (and parameter) names are composed of no more than 3 terms, whereas single-term names account for a large amount of them. For example, 99% of Java parameter names, 98% of Java argument names, almost 100% of C parameter names, and 95% of C argument names are composed of no more than 3 terms. Single-term names account for 56% of Java argument names, 73% of Java parameter names, 66% of C argument names, and 78% of C parameter names, respectively.
We also observe that the average length of argument names is greater than that of parameter names. For example, the average length of Java argument names is 7.4 characters or 1.6 terms, whereas the average length of Java parameter names is 5.8 characters or 1.3 terms. One of the reasons for the difference may be that single-character names account for 13% of parameter names, whereas they account for only 6% of argument names.
2) CORRELATION BETWEEN LENGTH AND SIMILARITY
To investigate the question how the length of names is related to the lexical similarity between argument and parameter names, we also investigate their correlation.
Analysis results are presented in Fig. 8 -11 . From these figures we observe that the lexical similarity decreases when the length of argument names increases. In contrast, the lexical similarity increases when the length of Java parameter names increases, whereas it decreases when the length of C parameter names increases.
However, the correlation between the length of names (arguments or parameters) and the similarity is weak. For example, the correlation coefficient is as low as −0.048 (arguments) and 0.267 (parameters) for Java arguments. The correlation coefficient for C arguments is −0.025 (parameters) and −0.324 (arguments). One of the reasons for this seemingly contradictory result is that even for the argument (or parameter) names of the same length, the similarity between arguments and parameters may vary dramatically. We also calculate the p-value associated with such coefficients. The p-value is the probability, calculated under the null hypothesis (i.e., there is no correlation between length of names and their similarity), of having an outcome as extreme as the observed value in the sample [42] . The p-values for all of the coefficients turn out to be zero, suggesting that it is unlikely to see such observations if the similarity is not related to length of names. Consequently, although the correlation is weak, we conclude that the similarity is related to the length of names.
We also observe that the correlation between the similarity and the length of C names is even weaker compared to that of Java names. One of the possible reasons is that most C names distribute within a narrow length. For example, 41% of C argument names and 48% of C parameter names are composed of 3-4 characters. VOLUME 6, 2018
FIGURE 7. Length of argument and parameter names (cumulative distribution).
FIGURE 8. Correlation between length of names and average similarity (All Java arguments).
We conclude from these results that the similarity between Java arguments and parameters increases with the length of parameter names increasing (RQ3). This finding suggests that describing parameters with more terms improves not only the readability of source code, but also the lexical similarity between arguments and parameters.
D. IMPACT OF POLYMORPHISM AND OVERRIDING
We statically resolve Java method calls based on the wellknown JDT 5 of Eclipse because static resolution is simple 5 http://www.eclipse.org/jdt/ FIGURE 9. Correlation between length of names and average similarity (Java primitive type arguments). and straightforward. However, knowing which of the methods will be called is a hard problem for such static analysis due to runtime polymorphism and overriding in Java. For example, in Fig. 12 , it is challenging for static source code analysis tools to tell which method will be called by the invocation statement treeNode.display(name) (Line 10). If the enclosing method traverse is invoked with an argument of type Tree, method display(String tree) (Line 2) would be invoked. As a result, the corresponding parameter of method invocation treeNode.display(name) is ''tree''. However, it is also possible to invoke the enclosing method traverse with an argument of type BinaryTree, a subtype of Tree. In this case, method display(String binary) (Line 5) would be invoked, and the corresponding parameter is ''binary'' instead of ''tree''. JDT, relying on static analysis only, always resolve the treeNode in Line 9 as type Tree and the treeNode.display(name) in Line 10 as an invocation of method display(String tree) (Line 2).
To investigate how often such error-prone resolution may happen, we analyze the parameters of overriding and overridden methods in the subject applications. Analysis results suggest that out of the 748,550 methods with parameters, only 8,757 methods are overridden by 30,913 overriding methods. Such overridden and overriding methods account for 1.2% (=8,757/748,550) and 4% (=30,913/748,550) of the analyzed Java methods (excluding methods without parameters as well), respectively. Analysis results also suggest that up to 92% (=28,380/30,913) of the overriding methods have exactly the same parameter list (including parameter names) as the methods they override. As a result, parameters of the overriding methods often (95% of the cases) have the same names as they are defined in the corresponding overridden methods.
We conclude from these results in most cases overriding methods have the same parameter names as the overridden ones (RQ4). Consequently, in most cases resolving method invocation with static analysis is sufficiently accurate for a name-based analysis.
E. REASONS FOR DISSIMILARITY
To answer the question why some arguments are dissimilar to their corresponding parameters, we analyze arguments that are completely dissimilar with their corresponding parameter names.
Among 754,710 of the Java arguments, 334,689 (44%) of them are completely different from their corresponding parameters (the similarity is zero). We randomly sampled 200 (available at [43]) of them and manually inspected them. The manual analysis leads to the following two findings:
First, short parameter names are one of the reasons for the dissimilarity between arguments and parameters. 27% of the analyzed arguments are assigned to parameters named with a single character, e.g., t and q, and 46% are assigned to parameters named with at most 3 characters.
Second, collection-related parameter names lead to dissimilarity between arguments and parameters as well. 12% of the analyzed arguments are assigned to parameters named as index, item, key, or value. Such parameter names are popular in methods that manipulate data collections. Although such parameter names are meaningful, the corresponding arguments are usually dissimilar to them because the arguments are often concrete values or indexes. For example, invocation of method Map.put(key, value) on an array often results in a method call like add(id, name).
Third, abbreviations, e.g., ''ctx'' and ''p'', result in 12%(=24/200) of the dissimilar argument-parameter pairs. However, arguments and parameters may employ different abbreviations (or the full term itself) of the same term, which results in lexical mismatch between argument and parameter names.
To investigate whether the analysis results on the 200 sample arguments could be generalized, we validate the results on the entire population of arguments that are dissimilar to their corresponding parameters. The validation results suggest that the conclusions drawn with manual analysis on 200 sample arguments hold for the entire population of arguments. Results suggest that:
• 80,256 (24%) out of the 334,689 arguments are assigned to parameters named with a single character. 144,314 (43%) out of the 334,689 arguments are assigned to parameters named with no more than 3 characters.
• 41,484 (12%) out of the 334,689 arguments are assigned to index, item, key, or value. We perform a similar analysis to other arguments, e.g., Java primitive type arguments, Java API arguments, and C arguments. The results are presented in Table 1 . From this table we observe that short parameter names and collection-related parameter names are the major reasons for the dissimilarity regardless of the types of such arguments. However, we also observe that the popularity of such names varies among different kinds of arguments. For example, 42% of the dissimilar pairs of C arguments and parameters are caused by short parameter names. In contrast, the ratio increases significantly to 56% for Java API arguments.
We conclude from these results that short parameter names, collection-related parameter names, and abbreviations are major reasons for the dissimilarity between argument and parameter names (RQ5). These findings suggest that applications based on name similarities may improve their effectiveness by distinguishing (and ignoring) such names.
F. FILTERING LOW SIMILARITY PARAMETERS
This section investigates the question whether one can build a set of low-similarity parameters from a corpus of sample applications, and whether such low-similarity parameters are likely to be assigned to dissimilar arguments in other applications as well.
Given a corpus of sample applications, we identify lowsimilarity parameters according to the following three steps. First, we cluster all argument names in the sample applications according to their corresponding parameter names. Each cluster is associated with a unique parameter name. Second, for each cluster, we calculate the average similarity s between the parameter and each argument in this cluster. Finally, if the average similarity s of a cluster is smaller than 0.5, we add the parameter name associated with this cluster to the set of lowsimilarity parameter names. Table 2 illustrates how arguments associated with lowsimilarity parameters change the distribution of similarity between Java arguments and parameters. From the table, we observe that Java arguments that are less similar to their parameters are more likely to be filtered out. For example, the filtration removes 81% of the Java arguments whose similarity with their parameters is zero, whereas it removes only 20% of the Java arguments whose similarity with parameters is not zero.
The distribution of similarity between parameters and arguments that are not associated with low-similarity parameters is presented in Fig. 13 . By comparing Fig. 13 against Fig. 1 , we observe that the distribution of lexical similarity between arguments and parameters has been reshaped dramatically by filtering low-similarity parameters. For example, the ratio of Java arguments that are highly dissimilar (the similarity is zero) to their parameters decreases from 44% to 16%. Filtering out low similarity parameters is much better than simply removing API methods. Removing API methods may remove a large number of low similarity parameters because API parameters are often dissimilar with arguments as shown in Session IV-A. We apply these two approaches (i.e., filtering out low similarity parameter names, and simply removing API methods) independently, and results suggest that the latter is less effective: Still up to 31% of the arguments are completely different from their corresponding parameters after API methods are removed. In contrast, the filtration reduces the number dramatically to 16%. Only 55% of the arguments are identical to their corresponding parameters even if API methods are removed. However, after filtering out low-similarity parameters, we have 67% arguments that are identical to their corresponding parameters.
We conclude from these results that building a list of lowsimilarity parameters based on a corpus of sample applications is an effective means to exclude dissimilar pairs of arguments and parameters (RQ6). This finding enables approaches that exploit name similarities to improve the precision by ignoring low-similarity parameters.
G. PICKING AMONG ALTERNATIVE ARGUMENTS
This section investigates the question how often the current argument chosen by the developer is more similar to the corresponding parameter than alternative arguments, we compare each argument against its potential alternatives. Results suggest that after filtering out arguments associated with low-similarity parameter names, the majority (66%) of the arguments are more similar to their corresponding parameters than any of their alternatives.
Definition 1: An alternative argument of argument arg is a potential alternative that does not introduce new syntactical or type errors when replacing arg.
Replacing an argument with a potential alternative may introduce syntactical errors or type errors. For example, some alternatives may not be available in the current scope (i.e., private fields), or their types may be incompatible with the parameter's type. Therefore we exclude such invalid potential alternatives from the comparison from alternative arguments.
Among the alternative arguments (alt_args), we refer to the argument that has the greatest lexical similarity with the corresponding parameter par as the most similar potential argument: 
Definition 2: An alternative argument m_alt ∈ alt_args is the most similar potential argument if for any alternative argument any_alt ∈ alt_args, the following expression holds: tSim(m_alt, par) ≥ tSim(any_alt, par)
To investigate how often the argument chosen by the developer is more similar to the corresponding parameter than any of its potential alternatives, we compare each argument name to the names of its alternative arguments.
The results are presented in Table 3 . From this table, we observe that 33% (249,438) of the 754,710 analyzed Java arguments have at least one alternative argument. Of such arguments that have alternatives, 43% (=106,191/249,438) are more similar to the parameter than any alternatives, 56% have an alternative that is similar to the same degree, and only 11% have an alternative that is more similar to the parameter. For those arguments whose similarity with the corresponding parameters is greater than 0.5, up to 89% of the them are more similar to the parameter than any alternative.
We also analyze the impact of filtering arguments associated with low-similarity parameters. Results suggest that most arguments that are not associated with low-similarity parameters are more similar to their corresponding parameters than any other alternative arguments. After the filtration, we keep 398,960 arguments, and 128,537 (32%) of them have at least one alternative. 66% of such arguments are more similar to the corresponding parameters than any of their alternatives. Compared to that (43%) before filtration, the ratio (66%) has increased by 53%=(66%-43%)/43%.
The conclusions drawn on Java arguments hold for primitive, API, and C arguments as well. Most of the arguments that are not associated with low-similarity parameters are more similar to their corresponding parameters than any other alternative arguments. 61% of the primitive arguments, 31% of the API arguments, and 27% of C arguments have at least one alternative argument. After filtering arguments associated with low-similarity parameters, 72% of the primitive arguments, 50% of the API arguments and 72% of the C arguments are more similar to the parameters than any of their alternatives.
We conclude from these results that name-based approaches that try to infer potential arguments, such as code completion or anomaly detection, may have a high chance to make accurate suggestions if they filter out arguments with a list of low-similarity parameter names (RQ7).
H. INFLUENCE OF SIMILARITY METRICS
To assess to what extent the conclusions drawn from Jaccard similarity metrics hold when different similarity metrics are employed, in this section we repeat the analysis with Levenshtein distance-based similarity and JaroWinkler-based similarity metrics. The results are presented in Fig. 14 -17 . For space limitation, here we only introduce the major findings.
First, the major conclusions drawn in preceding paragraphs hold when alternative metrics are employed:
• Most arguments are either extremely similar or extremely dissimilar with corresponding parameters. For convenience, we call such arguments extreme arguments. They account for 87%, 59%, and 70% of the analyzed arguments when Jaccard similarity, Levenshtein distance-based similarity, and JaroWinkler-based similarity are employed, respectively.
• The similarity increases when the length of parameter names increases, whereas it decreases when the length of argument names increases. The trends keep unchanged while different similarity metrics are employed.
• Short parameter names and collection-related parameter names are the major reasons for the dissimilarity. They lead to 56%, 76%, and 69% of the dissimilar argumentparameter pairs when Jaccard similarity, Levenshtein distance-based similarity, and JaroWinkler-based similarity are employed, respectively.
• Dissimilar argument-parameter pairs can be filtered out by building a filter list of low similarity parameter names. 81%, 81%, and 75% of the dissimilarity argument-parameter pairs are filtered out when Jaccard similarity, Levenshtein distance-based similarity, and JaroWinkler-based similarity are employed, respectively.
• Most arguments that are not associated with lowsimilarity parameters are more similar to their corresponding parameters than any other alternatives. The ratio is up to 66%, 78%, and 75% when Jaccard similarity, Levenshtein distance-based similarity, and JaroWinkler-based similarity are employed, respectively.
Besides these commonalities, we also observe some differences. A significant difference is that Levenshtein distance-based similarity metrics greatly reduce the number of arguments whose similarity with their corresponding parameters is zero (completely different). It is nature in that Levenshtein distance-based similarity metrics take two terms as completely different only if they share no common characters at all. In contrast, Jaccard similarity metrics take them as completely different whenever they are not identical (but may share some common characters).
We conclude that the major conclusions drawn in Sections IV-A -IV-G hold as well when Jaccard similarity metrics are replaced with Levenshtein distancebased or JaroWinkler-based similarity metrics (RQ10).
V. APPLICATIONS
The empirical study presented in the preceding sections leads to a number of interesting and valuable findings concerning arguments and parameters. Such findings may facilitate argument-related software engineering tasks. In this section, we explore two such analyses and implement the approaches as an Eclipse plugin (available at [43]).
A. ANOMALY DETECTION
We present a static analysis that detects anomalies. The main idea is to report arguments and parameters where the current argument is significantly less similar to the parameter than an alternative. The analysis helps developers in two ways. First, it reveals call sites that accidentally pass incorrect arguments. Based on the analysis, the developer can fix such bugs, possible using the alternative argument suggested by the analysis. Second, the analysis reveals arguments and parameters that are correct but not appropriately named, making the code unnecessarily hard to understand and maintain. Developers should identify such renaming opportunities by choosing identifiers that convey the semantics of the value that the identifier points to.
1) APPROACH AND IMPLEMENTATION
Our approach for detecting incorrect arguments and renaming opportunities works as follows. For a given argument curArg the analysis at first checks the corresponding parameter par against the set of low-similarity parameters (Section IV-F). If par is in this set, which suggests that it is often associated with dissimilar arguments, then the analysis ignores the current argument and does not report any warning for it. Otherwise, the analysis computes the most similar potential argument m_alt (Definition 2). If m_alt is different from curArg and if the difference is above a threshold, i.e., lexSim(m_alt, par) − lexSim(curArg, par) ≥ β, then the analysis reports a warning that suggests to replace the current argument with m_alt, or to rename the argument or the parameter.
The approach can be used in two ways. First, to check arguments incrementally and instantaneously, that is, whenever an argument is introduced or modified. In this scenario, it identifies and reports suspicious arguments immediately when the developer introduces them and suggests to the developer an alternative arguments as a quick-fix. Second, to check all arguments in a project at once. In this scenario, it checks the whole application and reports all suspicious arguments at once, along with the source code location of each problem and suggestions for alternative arguments.
2) CALIBRATION
The approach depends on a threshold β that decides when to present warnings to the developer. In the following, we present how we calibrate this threshold using three opensource programs that are not among the subject applications of the study: Domination (version 1.1.1.5), Openbravo POS (version 2.30.2), and Dom4j (version 1.6.1). Openbravo POS is a sale application supporting touch screens. Domination is an application to create games for Android. Dom4j is an opensource Java library for working with XML, XPath and XSLT. The applications cover different domains and are developed by different developers.
To choose a reasonable threshold, we conservatively set the threshold to β = 0.4, and apply the anomaly detection to the three applications. Every reported warning is manually checked by a team that is composed of three engineers. A reported warning is considered a true positive if it points to a valid renaming opportunity or to an incorrect argument. In all cases (41 warnings reported in total), the engineers reach an agreement after discussion. Based on this classification, we compute the precision of the anomaly detection as follows:
Number of true positives Number of reported warnings (4) For the 41 reported warnings, the similarity between arguments and parameters is discrete, and it is either 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.667, or 1. We connects such discrete points with a dashed line, and observe that the precision increases while β increases from 0.4 to 0.667 (=2/3), and it decreases slightly after this point. Based on these results, we use β = 0.667 in the remaining experiments.
3) EVALUATION
We evaluate the effectiveness of the anomaly detection, by manually identifying known problems related to incor-VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 18. Examples of incorrect arguments detected by the anomaly detection.
rect arguments in the history of the subject applications and by checking whether the analysis detects these problems.
To identify known problems, we use ChangeDistiller [44] to extract source code changes that affect a single argument and then manually filter those that replace an incorrect argument with a correct argument. Our methodology is designed to ensure that each considered change is indeed a bug fix. We manually inspect the commit messages and the changed code, and we keep only those changes that definitely fix a bug caused by using an incorrect argument. Most of the commit messages of the selected changes are very explicit, e.g.,''code cleanup: wrong parameter was used'', ''fixed bug: upload-rate is protocol+data'', or ''Fix for bug #44277 -correctly reference the crosstab id''. We consider all applications that have a publicly accessible version control system (GIT, SVN, or CVS), which yields 51 of the 60 applications. In total, we identify 14 incorrect arguments in 11 of these applications. For example, Figure 18 lists two example bugs. We then apply the analysis to the buggy versions of the 11 applications. To decide whether a reported anomaly is an incorrect argument, a renaming opportunity, or a false positive, three engineers manually check all warnings reported by the approach and discuss each warning until a consensus is reached.
We apply the anomaly detection to the 11 subject applications with known incorrect arguments ( Table 4 ). The approach successfully detects 6 of the 14 known incorrect arguments. Besides such 6 incorrect arguments, the approach also identifies 3 incorrect arguments that have been missed by the manual identification based on ChangeDistiller as introduced in the preceding paragraph. The results may suggest that incorrect arguments are more popular than ChangeDistiller-based checking suggests.
In addition to the 9 incorrect arguments, the analysis reports 127 renaming opportunities and 33 false positives. The average precision of the analysis, i.e., the sum of the number of incorrect arguments and renaming opportunities divided by the total number of reported anomalies, is 80%.
The detected renaming opportunities fall into four categories:
• Abbreviation (42/127=33%). For example, the approach warns about an argument c whose corresponding parameter is country, and about a name ds that stands for ''data source''.
• Incomplete descriptions that misses nouns (30/127= 24%). Identifiers often consist of a noun combined with some adjunct. The approach warns about several argument names where the noun is missing, such as missed, which should be renamed into missedMembers (corresponding parameter: parentMembers), and to_connect, which should be renamed into to_connect_address.
• Meaningless names (17/127=13%). The approach reports argument names that reveal little or nothing about the value that the identifier refers to, such as list and object.
• Inconsistent names (38/127=30%). The approach reports argument names where multiple terms are used to describe a single concept, such as file and module, or thickness and width.
Most of the renaming opportunities (94%) are associated with arguments, i.e., leading to renamings of arguments. It may suggest that the quality of parameter names is often higher than that of argument names. It is reasonable in that developers usually pay more attention to parameter names because methods are expected to be called later and may be used by other developers. However, arguments are often encapsulated and hidden within methods, and thus developers rarely expect them to be read or modified by other developers.
Previous work shows that meaningful identifiers contribute to code understandability [1] , and we believe that following the renaming suggestions of the analysis can greatly improve the readability of the code. There are two main reasons for false positives reported by the approach. First, the analysis is unable to distinguish intended from unintended anomalies. For example, for the statement bounds = new Rectangle(bounds.y, bounds.x, bounds.height, bounds.width), the analysis suggests to swap the last two arguments because their corresponding parameters are width and height, respectively. However, the developer intends to rotate the rectangle, i.e., the anomaly is intended. Second, the analysis currently fails to identify similarities that are obvious for a human but not for our definition of similarity, e.g., because the analysis does not tokenize names correctly or because it is unaware of irregular English plural forms. We believe that the second reason for false positives can be fixed by more sophisticated processing of names, such as Butler et al.'s method for tokenizing identifiers [45] or techniques borrowed from the natural language processing community.
An earlier version of this paper has inspired Google to implement a name-based bug detection technique, similar to the anomaly detection discussed here [11] . Their work adds several heuristics to remove false positives.
B. RECOMMENDATION OF ARGUMENTS
As the second application of the findings presented in Section IV, we present a name-based recommendation system that suggests arguments to a developer. Such a system can, e.g., be used as part of the code completion algorithm of an IDE, where it recommends an argument just when the developer types a method call. The key idea is to pick from the set of potential arguments the argument whose similarity with the corresponding parameter is significantly higher than any of the alternatives.
1) APPROACH
Our approach recommends arguments as follows. First, for a given argument slot, i.e., where an argument should be inserted, the approach retrieves its corresponding parameter, noted as par. If the name of this parameter is one of the low-similarity parameters, then the approach makes no recommendation for this argument. Otherwise, the approach collects all potential arguments (noted as S pot ) passing any of which as the actual argument will not introduce syntactical errors. It should be noted that complex expressions, type conversion, or literals, e.g., 2 * height and 99, are not included because considering such complex expressions, type conversion, or literals would make the search space for potential arguments extremely large. Third, it computes the similarity between the parameter name and the names of the collected potential arguments. Finally, if one element from S pot whose similarity is the maximum one, the approach recommends this element.
2) EVALUATION
We search for open-source C applications with most stars from Github [40] that have at least 5 releases and can be imported into Eclipse. We select the top 85 resulting applications satisfying such constraints, and extract 972,660 non-API arguments (and their context) from such applications. With such arguments, we carry out a ten-fold cross-validation. The arguments are randomly partitioned into ten equally sized groups notated as G i (i = 1 · · · 10). For the ith cross-validation, we consider all arguments except for those in G i as the corpus of training data. For the ith crossvalidation, the evaluation process is as follows:
1) First, we extract training data set traData i that is the union of all groups but G i : traData i = j∈ [1, 10] 
2) Second, we compute a list (l i ) of low similarity parameter names based on traData i . 3) Third, for each argument in G i , we make recommendation based on the approach presented in Section V-B1, and compare the recommended arguments against the chosen (correct) argument. VOLUME 6, 2018 4) Finally, we compute the precision and recall of the recommendation. The evaluation makes the assumption that arguments in the subject applications are correct. Consequently, a recommendation is accepted (correct) if and only if the recommended argument is identical to the current one appearing in the source code.
The evaluation results are presented in Table 5 . From the One of the reasons why the approach fails in some cases is that there are quite a few unsupported arguments in the subject applications. As introduced in Section V-B1, complex expressions, literals and type conversions are not supported by the approach. Such unsupported arguments account for 14.86% (=144,539/972,660) of the arguments in the subject applications. They have significant negative impact on the effectiveness (both precision and recall) of the proposed approach because it can never succeed when the correct argument is one of the unsupported arguments.
VI. THREATS AND LIMITATIONS
A. THREATS
A threat to external validity is that the conclusions in this study are drawn from only a small set of applications. As a result, the conclusions drawn on these applications may not hold on other applications. To reduce the threat, we select 125 most popular open-source applications from the wellknown open-source community SourceForge. 60 of these applications have been analyzed in our previous conference paper. However, the adware scandal 6 of SourceForge suggests that source code from SourceForge may have been modified in some way, which is a threat to external validity. To minimize the threat, the analysis includes 30 applications from GitHub as well. Analyzing open-source applications only could be a threat to external validity. Consequently, to reduce the threat, we include 2 closed-source applications for the analysis. As a result, the analysis includes 125 open-source applications from SourceForge, 30 open-source applications from GitHub, and 2 closed-source applications.
Another threat to external validity is that we manually analyze only 200 samples to investigate why some arguments are dissimilar to their corresponding parameters. Results may vary with samples. To reduce this threat, we randomly select these 200 sample arguments from the population and validate the analysis results on the entire population.
The third threat to external validity is that all of the applications are implemented in Java and C. Conclusions drawn on Java and C applications might not hold for other programming languages. Java and C are selected because Java is a popular object-oriented programming language, whereas C is a popular procedure-oriented programming language. There are essential differences between Java and C arguments. First, field accesses are frequently used as arguments in Java whereas it is not allowed in procedureoriented languages (e.g., C) because there are no fields at all. Second, pointers could be used as arguments in C, but not in Java. Third, cascaded method invocations, e.g., obj.getInst().getObj(), are frequently used as Java arguments, but they are rarely employed in C. Validating on such diverse data set may help to increase the generalizability of the results.
A threat to construct validity is that the lexical similarity between argument and parameter names may not be properly computed. Up to date there is no golden standard for measurement of lexical similarity between two identifiers. To reduce the threat, we employ multiple popular similarity metrics, i.e., Jaccard similarity metrics, Levenshtein distance-based similarity metrics, and JaroWinkler-based similarity metrics.
Another threat to construct validity is that for some nonvariable arguments, e.g., method invocation, the way to extract their identifiers may be misleading. For example, we simply take the method name of the invoked method as the argument name. However, such names often result in mismatch between argument and parameter names because method names and parameter names often have different syntactic structures. In the future, it would be interesting to evaluate other approaches, e.g., taking the name of the returned variable as the argument name.
Our evaluation of the effectiveness of a name-based anomaly detection is subject to two internal threats to validity. First, our approach to manually identify known argumentrelated changes in the history of applications may not yield a representative set of argument-related bugs. We carefully inspect each of the changes that we consider as known bugs to ensure that they are indeed bugs, but we cannot ensure that we consider all such bugs in the history of these applications. Second, the classification of anomalies into incorrect arguments, renaming opportunities, and false positives is, to some degree, subjective. To reduce any potential bias, three engineers inspect each warning and must reach a consensus about its classification.
B. LIMITATIONS
A limitation of the lexical similarity metrics employed in this paper is that it cannot properly recognize the lexical similarity between some special terms, e.g., abbreviations vs. their expansions, and singular vs. plural. It is likely that such terms may appear in identifiers, although they may not be popular. For example, among the 754,710 argument-parameter pairs analyzed in the experience study, 545 of them have encountered the mismatch of singular and plural, i.e. the argument name contains the single form of a term whereas the parameter name contains the plural form of the same term (or the other way around). The Jaccard similarity metrics takes the singular and plural (of the same term) as different terms because they are not identical. However, edit distance-based similarity metrics may recognize their similarity because they often contain a large number of common characters. For example, the distance between ''student'' and ''students'' is up to (8−1)/8 = 7/8 = 0.875. In the future, it would be valuable to employ advanced techniques to identify abbreviations and plural [18] , [46] , which may further improve the similarity measurement. However, the identification, especially the identification of abbreviations, is challenging. A survey conducted by Beniamini et al. [41] suggests that certain commonly used short and even single-letter names are strongly associated with certain types and meanings. For example, ''i'' is often used in loop statement as a counter, thus it may be taken as an abbreviation. It is difficult to automatically identify the meaning (or expansion) of such extremely short identifiers. In the future, identifying such abbreviations and conduct corresponding expansions beforehand may help to improve the performance of the similarity measurement proposed in this study.
Another limitation is that we cannot recognize inclusion relation between concepts represented by terms. It is common that the generic parameter name of an API method presents a generic and big concept (e.g., component) whereas its corresponding argument name represents a concrete and small concept (e.g., button). Our lexical similarity metrics cannot reflect such kind of conceptual relationship: the latter is a subset of the former. In future, it would be interesting to employ more advanced technologies, e.g., ontology analysis, to enhance the proposed approach.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents an empirical study of the lexical similarity between argument and parameter names. The following findings are revealed by this study. First, argument names are often identical to or completely different from their corresponding parameter names. Second, dissimilar pairs of arguments and parameters can be filtered out based on a set of low-similarity parameters inferred from a set of sample programs. Third, many arguments are more similar to their corresponding parameters than alternative arguments that are available in the scope of the method calls. These observations hold across different languages (C and Java) and different type of arguments/parameters (primitive versus non-primitive, API versus non-API).
Measures of similarity between identifiers serves as the basis of the research. We have tried Jaccard, Levenshtein distance-based, and JaroWinkler-based similarity metrics for similarity, but we have not found major changes in the overall results of the study. In future, it would be interesting to try additional alternative metrics for similarity.
The broader impact of our work is to show that identifiers are a rich source of information that can provide otherwise missing information to program analyses. We expect our results to encourage future research on name-based program analyses, which will complement existing program analyses for several software engineering tasks. For example, names may improve code completion algorithms, support the generation of documentation, and support fault localization. He served on the program committees and organizing committees of many prestigious conferences, such as ICSME, RE, ICSR, and COMPSAC. He is particularly interested in software refactoring, software evolution, and software quality. He is also interested in developing practical tools to assist software engineers.
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